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Abstract. Past decade has witnessed a great advance in the field of
dense-time formal methods for the specification, synthesis and analysis
of real time systems. In this context timed automata and real-time tem-
poral logics provide a simple, and yet general, way to model and specify
the behavior of these systems. At the same time, iterative and incremen-
tal development has been massively adopted in professional practice. In
order to get closer to this current trend, timed formal methods should
be adapted to such lifecycle structures, getting over their traditional role
of verifying that a model meets a set of fixed requirements. We advocate
the suitability of many-valued reasoning in order to achieve this goal;
in the scope of knowledge representation, many-valued reasoning is suit-
able to deal with both uncertainty and disagreement which are pervasive
and desirable in an iterative and incremental design process. In this re-
spect, this paper introduces SCTL/MUS-T methodology as an extension
of timed automata and temporal logic theories to many-valued reasoning
in real-time.

1 Introduction

Timed formal methods for the specification, analysis and verification of real-time
systems has been around for a long time. Nowadays, there is a broad consensus
[1–3] that dense-time approaches are more expressive and suitable for composi-
tion and refinement since a quantum of time is not needed to be fixed a priori.
In addition to flexibility, decision procedures for dense-time are increasingly ef-
ficient every day.

The dense formal approach to real-time systems has been carried out ex-
tending a large amount of formalisms studied at length, which differ on their
methods, aims, and abstraction-levels: temporal logics, first order logics, state-
machines, process algebras, synchronous languages, etc. In the context of timed
formal methods in general, and specifically of specification of real time systems
in terms of timed process algebras and real-time logics, timed automata pro-
vide a simple, and yet general, way to model the behavior of real-time systems.
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While timed automata can be considered the standard timed state-machines,
for what concerns properties, the situation seems not to be so clear: a variety
of logics have been applied to requirements specification [4]. As far as analysis
is concerned, formal techniques assuming dense time have their early origin in
[5]. In this work, Alur et al introduced the first model checking algorithm for
timed automata with real-valued clocks. The main idea behind this algorithm
is the construction of an abstract finite state-space, called region graph, from
the dense state-space of a timed automaton. Since obtaining an accurate finite
model of the system was revealed as possible, many works have extended this
solution to other kinds of analysis.

Shortly after theoretical results appeared, verification tools were developed
mainly in academic area (KRONOS1 followed by UPPAAL2). Both tools are
based on timed automaton to a large extent, although they differ in their prop-
erty specification languages. Real case studies, like the ones tackled by UPPAAL
and KRONOS, have highlighted timed models and methods are ready for practi-
tioners’ usage. However, these timed theoretical foundations come up against in-
dustry reluctance about the adoption of formal methods in the software process;
technology-transfer problems, which had been observed in conventional untimed
systems, appear once again. In order to get closer to professional practice, formal
methods are in urgent need of being incorporated into the software process. In
this respect, iterative and incremental development is a major milestone.

Formalizing Incremental Design by Many-Valued Reasoning. Despite
the origins of many-valued reasoning can be traced back to antiquity, its ap-
plication to computer science is almost exceptional. For instance, many-valued
reasoning and specifically many-valued logics are known to support the explicit
modeling of uncertainty and disagreement by allowing additional truth values
outside bivalence principle [6].

In spite of being a common practice in software engineering, and its proven re-
duction in time to market, integration of iterative and incremental development
with formal methods is still immature. Research has not provided the formal
bases and methodologies enabling this paradigm. As a tool for knowledge rep-
resentation, we postulate that many-valued reasoning fits in appropriately with
an incremental and iterative specification process. In incremental specification
the system gradually takes form as more is learned about the problem, that is,
both uncertainty and disagreement are pervasive and desirable in this process.

Many-valued reasoning, in its role of knowledge formalizer, has been studied
in SCTL/MUS [7] methodology in order to support a formal lifecycle which
is iterative and incremental in the specification process. On these bases, real-
time SCTL/MUS (SCTL/MUS-T) is introduced in this paper, extending timed
automaton (by defining MUS-T graphs) and real-time temporal logic (by defining
SCTL-T temporal logic) to many-valued reasoning as a means of formalizing the
incremental and iterative nature of the process.
1 http://www-verimag.imag.fr/TEMPORISE/kronos/
2 http://www.docs.uu.se/docs/rtmv/uppaal/
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Fig. 1. Initial phase of the SCTL/MUS-T formalized lifecycle

The formalized lifecycle model consists, at a very abstract level, of three
macro-phases: initial, refinements and maintenance. At the initial macro-phase
(figure 1) the system is iteratively designed; a model-oriented specification
(MUS-T graph, section 2) is obtained by incrementally incorporating timing
scenarios identified on the target solution. At every iteration, the user identi-
fies not only requirements, but typical scenarios of the system that is formally
specified by means of a many-valued real-time logic (SCTL-T, section 3). New
scenarios, which lead to a growth in the system functionality, are synthesized
(if feasible) in the system modeled as a MUS-T graph. Also, requirements are
model checked in the current model, the one in the current cycle, in order
to decide: if the system already satisfies the requirements; if it is not able to
provide, in a future design state, these requirements from the current design
(inconsistency); or, if the system does not satisfy the requirements, but it is able
to do it (incompleteness). Model checking and synthesis methods are introduced
in section 4. Finally, in section 5, we illustrate SCTL/MUS-T methodology by
means of examples extracted from the steam-boiler case study in [8].

Despite this paper focuses on the initial phase, the picture is completed as
follows. Outcome of the initial phase is a set of MUS-T components which are
transferred to a refinement phase (by translation into a real-time process alge-
bra) where architecture decisions are incorporated and a more detailed design
is successively reached, also iterative and incrementally. Finally, after deliver-
ing the system, maintenance turns into another development phase (initial +
refinements) whose starting point is the previously developed system which is
operating.
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2 MUS-T: Model for Incomplete Real-Time Systems

For modeling real-time systems we define MUS-T graphs (Timed Model of
Unspecified States), timed extension of MUS models proposed in [7]. This ex-
tension defines a dense-time model similar to the timed automaton in [5], but
event-driven. However, whereas atomic propositions on a location of a timed
automaton are assertions being true or false, in order to support incompleteness
and consistency-checking in an incremental process, timed events in a location
of a MUS-T model can be characterized as possible (true), non-possible (false)
or non-specified (unspecified).

Syntax. Before defining MUS-T graphs, some definitions concerning clocks and
valuations are in order. A clock is a simple real-valued variable drawn from the
finite set C. A clock constraint ψ ∈ Ψ(C) is a boolean combination of atomic
formulas of the from x ≺ c or x − y ≺ c, where x, y are clocks, c is an integer
constant, and ≺ is taken from {≤,≥, <,>,=}. A clock valuation γ is a point in
�#C

+ . If γ is a clock valuation, γ+τ for some τ ∈ �+ stands for the clock valuation
obtained by adding τ to the value of every clock. Given a clock constraint ψ,
ψ(γ) = 1 iff γ satisfies the clock constraint ψ, otherwise ψ(γ) = 0. Finally, let
λ ⊆ C be a set of clocks, then γλ is the clock valuation obtained from γ by setting
every clock in λ to 0. A MUS-T graph M is a 6-tuple 〈s0, S, T, I, A, C〉 over L3,
where:

– L3 = {0, 1
2 , 1} is the truth set which establishes the specification condition

–possible (1), non-possible (0) or unspecified ( 1
2 )– of the transitions in the

graph.
– A is a finite set of events.
– C is a finite set of real-valued clocks.
– S is a finite set of locations, including two fictitious locations referred to as

unspecified (su) and non-possible drain (snp).
– s0 is the initial location.
– T ⊆ S × A × Ψ(C) × 2C × S is the transition relation; and CS : T → L3

is a total function which assigns a truth value (specification condition) to
every transition.

– Ip and Inp: S → Ψ(C) are functions which assign to every location s ∈ S a
possible invariant Ip(s), establishing when the progress of the time is possible
in the location; and a non-possible invariant Inp(s), establishing temporal
contexts in which time cannot progress.

Every transition t ∈ T with CS(t) = 1 defines a possible transition (s,<
a, gp(s, a), λ >, s ′) with source location s and target location s ′. The timed event
< a, gp(s, a), λ > specifies an event a ∈ A, a possible guard gp(s, a) ∈ Ψ(C) and a
subset λ ⊆ C of clocks to reset in the transition. In the same way, every t ∈ T with
CS(t) = 1

2 defines a partially-unspecified transition (s,< a, gP
u (s, a), λ >, s ′)

with source location s, target location s ′ and an unspecified guarded event
< a, gP

u (s, a), λ >. Finally, transitions t ∈ T with CS(t) = 0 define non-possible
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transitions (s,< a, gnp(s, a), {} >, snp), with the non-possible drain snp as ficti-
tious target location.

Specification conditions partition the valuation space �#C
+ in three subsets

(possible, non-possible and unspecified). We enforce that partition to be com-
plete and disjoint. For completeness, the totally-unspecified guard gT

u is defined:

gT
u (s, a) = ¬(

∨
i

gpi(s, a)) ∧ ¬(
∨
j

gP
uj

(s, a)) ∧ ¬(gnp(s, a))

In this way, given a location s and an event a, valuation subsets defined by
gp, gnp, gP

u , and gT
u cover �#C

+ . gT
u (s, a) implicitly defines a totally-unspecified

transition (s,< a, gT
u (s, a), {} >, su). Also, the unspecified invariant, Iu, is de-

fined as Iu(s) = ¬Ip(s) ∧ ¬Inp(s); given a location s, the subsets defined by Ip,
Inp and Iu cover �#C

+ .
The drain-locations (su, snp) are the fictitious target locations of non-transi-

tions in a MUS-T graph, i.e., non-possible transitions and totally-unspecified
transitions. However, their nature is definitively different, the drain-location snp

is zero-evolution, and the drain-location su is maximal-evolution. That is, ∀ a ∈
A, gT

u (su, a) = true whereas gnp(snp, a) = true. Similarly, Iu(su) = true and
Inp(snp) = true.

Semantics. The semantics for a MUS-T graph is given in terms of a many-
valued labeled transition system, which is often called dense due to the time
domain. Formally, every MUS-T graph induces a dense many-valued transition
system SM = 〈(s0, γ0),ST = {S × �#C

+ }, T , A, C〉, over the truth set L3, where
ST is the set of timed states, i.e., pairs of the form (s, γ) with s ∈ S and
γ ∈ �#C

+ ; (s0, γ0) is the timed initial state with γ0 assigning 0 to every clock; and
T ⊆ ST × (A ∪ �+) × L3 × ST is the transition relation. The transition relation
T identifies a source and a target timed state ∈ ST ; a label a ∈ A (discrete
transition) or τ ∈ �+ (temporal transition); and a specification condition ∈ L3.

In general, dense time models assume orthogonality between discrete and
dense changes. An execution of a timed model is a sequence of steps which alter-
nate dense temporal transitions (incrementing the valuation an arbitrary amount
of time); and discrete transitions (from one location to another). Preserving this
orthogonal assumption but following the many-valued nature of a MUS-T graph,
transitions ∈ T are characterized as possible (1), unspecified ( 1

2 ) or non-possible
ones (0). Clock constraints on locations (invariants) and transitions (guards) im-
plicitly define the total function CS : T → L3, assigning a specification condition
cs to every transition t ∈ T . Intuitively, the model can progress in a temporal
way in a location s, with cs = 1, as long as Ip(s) is satisfied; with cs = 0, as long
as Inp(s) is satisfied in some point; otherwise with cs = 1

2 . Guards on transitions
are enabling conditions, i.e. a transition t ∈ T of a MUS-T graph can only be
taken, with specification condition cs = CS(t), provided that clock constraints
defining its guard are satisfied. Also, when a transition ∈ T occurs, all clocks
in the set of clocks labeling it are reset to 0. In this way, a MUS-T graph is a
many-valued timed automaton.
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3 SCTL-T

We will specify requirements and scenarios of incomplete real-time systems using
the temporal logic SCTL-T (Timed Simple Causal Temporal Logic), a dense
real-time extension of the causal and many-valued temporal logic SCTL [7].
SCTL-T formulas match the causal pattern Premise Æ ⊗ Consequence. This
generic causal formula establishes a causing condition (Premise); a temporal op-
erator which determines the applicability of the cause (⊗); a condition which is
the effect (Consequence); and a quantifier which determines the degree of sat-
isfaction of the consequence on the applicability set (Æ). We now present the
syntax and semantics of SCTL-T in three stages. The first stage introduces the
quasi-boolean algebra L6 (section 3.1), the second one defines syntax and seman-
tics of propositional and temporal operators in SCTL-T (section 3.2); and the
third one deals with recursion (section 3.3). Finally, in section 3.4 we introduce
an imperative version of SCTL-T which is synthesis-oriented.

3.1 MPU: Algebra of Middle Point Uncertainty

Apart from being causal, SCTL-T is many-valued. SCTL-T semantics is given
over the partially ordered set (L6,≤) of truth values, where L6 = {0, 1

4 ,
1̂
2 ,

1
2 ,

3
4 , 1}

(Hasse diagram of figure 2). Every two elements a, b ∈ L6 have a least upper
bound, a ∨ b = sup{a, b}, and a greatest lower bound a ∧ b = inf{a, b}. Besides,
the unary operation ¬ is defined by horizontal symmetry.

The 4-tuple L6 = (L6,∧,∨,¬) has the structure of a quasi-boolean algebra
called algebra of Middle Point Uncertainty (MPU, see [7] for details). That is,
the reduced algebra (L6,∨,∧) is a distributive lattice and the unary operation
¬ satisfies De Morgan, involution and antimonotonic properties. For the quasi-
boolean algebra L6, we define the causal operation, →, as follows:

a, b ∈ L6, → (a, b) =

(
a ∨ 1̂

2

)
∧
((

¬ a ∧ 1̂
2

)
∨ b
)

that is, causal connective is interpreted as usual implication when a ≥ 1
2 , oth-

erwise the causal formula is non-applicable ( 1̂
2 ). → is monotonic, like ∧ and ∨,

and holds distributive properties and ¬(a → b) = a → ¬ b.
Truth values ∈ L6 have its origins in the MUS-T specification condition ∈ L3

and the causal operation, →, defined above. A truth value expresses the capabil-
ity of a MUS-T graph to satisfy a causal formula now or in future evolutions (see
the table in figure 2). As being incremental, evolution means the loss of some
unspecification in the model, that is, temporal or discrete transitions unspecified
in the semantic graph turn into specified ones (possible or non-possible).

The partial order defined in MPU is and order relation related to the degree
of satisfaction. So 0 is the least truth degree, whereas 1 is the greatest. The
values 1̂

2 and 1
2 are middle points in this order: 1̂

2 is far from the two ends (0 and
1), but it cannot get to them, whereas 1

2 is near both, and it can get to either.
This is the reason why it is called algebra of Middle Point Uncertainty.
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Fig. 2. SCTL-T Truth values

3.2 SCTl-T: Expressing Requirements

A SCTL-T declaration Ii := φ establishes an identifier Ii, which is taken from a
set I, and a SCTL-T formula φ ∈ ΦSCTL−T . ΦSCTL−T is given by the following
grammar:

〈ΦSCTL−T 〉 ::= φC∀ ⊗ φC | φC∃ ⊗ φC

〈φC〉 ::= ψ ∈ Ψ | a ∈ A | θ ∈ Θ | y.φC | φC ∧ φC |φC ∨ φC | ¬φC | ΦSCTL−T

〈⊗〉 ::= ⇒ | ⇒+ | ⇒− | ⇒ © | ⇒©·

where {∀,∃} are the usual path quantifiers adapted to many-valued reasoning;
⊗, the set of temporal operators; θ ∈ Θ ::= {true | false | ∅}, a propositional
constant of state; a ∈ A, an event in the alphabet of a MUS-T graph; y., the
reset quantifier which binds and resets a specification clock y ∈ E ; and E , the set
of specification clocks. Finally, ψ ∈ Ψ is the set of clock constraints over model
clocks ∈ C and specification clocks ∈ E .

Applicability Set and Quantified Causality. Temporal operators are used
to reason about transition successors and predecessors of a given timed state.
A temporal operator ∈ ⊗ fixes the qualitative order between the timed state
in which the premise is formulated, and the timed states in the scope of the
consequence (applicability set). For every temporal operator in the syntax, an
applicability set, ⊥, is defined in table 1. Thus, ⇒ © and ⇒

⊙
are discrete

temporal operators (successor and predecessor respectively); ⇒, ⇒+ and ⇒−
are dense temporal operators (present, future and past respectively).

Whereas temporal operators determine the qualitative order between the
premise state and the consequence states (applicability set), quantification de-
termines the degree of satisfaction required in the consequence states. Thus,
{∀,∃} quantifiers provide existential and universal quantification over the ap-
plicability set. In quantified causality (Æ ⊗), the truth degree of the quantified
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Table 1. Applicability set for temporal operators ∈ ⊗. P is the premise of the causal
formula. If the temporal operator is ⇒ © only events in the simplest premise in P ,
applicability events (AE), are considered.

⊥ ((⇒ ©, P ), (s, γ)) = {(s ′, γ ′, cs) | (s, γ)
a,cs−� (s ′, γ ′) and a ∈ AE}

⊥ ((⇒ ⊙
, P ), (s, γ)) = {(s ′, γ ′, cs) | (s ′, γ ′)

a,cs−� (s, γ)}
⊥ ((⇒+, P ), (s, γ)) = {(s, γ ′, cs) | (s, γ)

τ,cs−� (s, γ ′)}
⊥ ((⇒−, P ), (s, γ)) = {(s, γ ′, cs) | (s, γ ′)

τ,cs−� (s, γ)}
⊥ ((⇒, P ), (s, γ)) = {(s, γ, 1)}

consequence depends on the specification condition of the transition that makes a
timed state accessible in the causal formula, referred to as accessibility condition
(cs in table 1).

Informally, an existential quantification over a consequence φ is satisfied
(truth value 1) iff it exists an applicability state sa = (s, γ, cs) in which � (φ, sa)=
1, and the accessibility condition cs is 1. Thus, every future evolution of the
model will satisfy the existential quantification. On the contrary, the existential
quantification is not satisfied (truth value 0) iff the degree of satisfaction in ev-
ery state of the applicability set is 0, whatever specification condition. On the
other hand, an universal quantification over a consequence φ is satisfied (truth
value 1) iff all timed states sa in the applicability set with accessibility condition
∈ { 1

2 , 1} satisfy the consequence (� (φ, sa) = 1). It is not satisfied iff it exists an
applicability timed state with cs = 1 which does not satisfy the consequence
(� (φ, sa) = 0). See the following section for formal definition.

Semantics. Given a MUS-T graph M, SCTL-T formulas are interpreted with
respect to the many-valued dense graph SME induced by ME , which is M with C
extended by all clocks E mentioned in the SCTL-T requirement. The satisfaction
relation � is defined as:

� :
(
ΦSCTL−T × (S × �#C∪E

+ × L3)
)

−→ L6

where � (φ, (s, γ, cs)) assigns a truth value ∈ L6 to the formula φ evaluated
in a state (s, γ) with accessibility condition cs. We start defining SCTL-T by
giving the semantics of propositional constants. If (s, γ, cs) is a timed state with
accessibility condition cs, the satisfaction relation, �, is as follows:

i) ψ ∈ Ψ , � (ψ, (s, γ, cs)) = ψ(γ).

ii) a ∈ A, � (a, (s, γ, cs)) = cs
′ | (s, γ)

a,cs
′

−� (s ′, γ ′).
iii) θ ∈ Θ, � (true, (s, γ, cs)) = cs, i. e., true is satisfied in a state (s, γ, cs) iff

this state is reached by a possible (discrete or temporal) transition (cs = 1).
On the contrary, � (false, (s, γ, cs)) = ¬ cs, i. e., false is satisfied iff the
state is reached by a non-possible transition (cs = 0). Finally, ∅ is always
satisfied (� (∅, (s, γ, cs)) = 1).
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We now proceed by defining the semantics of generic formulas by structural
induction. Let φ, φ ′ be SCTL-T formulas, the satisfaction relation is as follows:

iv) � (y.φ, (s, γ, cs)) ≡ � (φ, (s, γ{y}, cs))
v) � (¬φ, (s, γ, cs)) ≡ ¬(� (φ, (s, γ, cs)))
vi) � (φ ∨ φ ′, (s, γ, cs)) ≡ � (φ, (s, γ, cs)) ∨ � (φ ′, (s, γ, cs))
vii) � (φ ∧ φ ′, (s, γ, cs)) ≡ � (φ, (s, γ, cs)) ∧ � (φ ′, (s, γ, cs))

viii) � (φ∀⊗φ ′, (s, γ, cs))≡→
(
� (φ, (s, γ, cs)),

∧
i

¬ csi
′ ∨ � (φ ′, (si

′, γi
′, csi

′))
)

where (si
′, γi

′, csi
′) ∈ ⊥ ((⊗, φ), (s, γ))

ix) � (φ∃⊗φ ′, (s, γ, cs)) ≡ →
(

� (φ, (s, γ, cs)),
∨
i

csi
′ ∧ � (φ ′, (si

′, γi
′, csi

′))
)

where (si
′, γi

′, csi
′) ∈ ⊥ ((⊗, φ), (s, γ))

3.3 SCTL-T: Fixpoints As Recursion

As in [9], a SCTL-T requirement is a set of mutually recursive declarations of
the form {I0 := φ0, · · · , In := φn}, where SCTL-T syntax is extended with
instantiation and recursive operators:

〈φC〉 ::= Ii | <<Ii>> | [[ Ii ]] , with Ii ∈ I

An identifier Ii in the right-hand side of a declaration instantiates the for-
mula φi in a declaration of the form Ii = φi. Recursive operators <<Ii>> and
[[ Ii ]] are understood respectively as the least and greatest fixed points of the
predicate transformer defined by the recursion. In this way, usual operators in
branching logics can be expressed in SCTL-T but with a many-valued nature.
For a practical specification of scenarios and requirements without explicit fix-
point constructions we provide a set of such constructions as predefined macros3.
Additionally, we enforce requirements to be alternation free in order to simplify
and make fully local model checking and synthesis algorithms.

Preliminary Definitions. Before defining semantics of fixpoints, some defini-
tions concerning many-valued fixpoints are in order. One way to provide seman-
tics of a state-based temporal logic (SCTL-T, for instance) is to map formulas
to set of states, but in many-valued reasoning a mapping from formulas to par-
titions of states is needed. Let M be a MUS-T graph. We define the set P6 of
all 6-cardinality partitions of its state-space, ST , where every P ∈ P6 is:

P = {〈P 〉0, 〈P 〉 1
4
, 〈P 〉 1̂

2
, 〈P 〉 1

2
, 〈P 〉 3

4
, 〈P 〉1}

3 In the examples in this paper (section 5) macro-symbols stand for the usual mean-
ings, that is, G, it is always Going to be the case; F , at least once in the Future; H,
it Has always been the case; P, at least once in the Past ; U , Until ; S, Since; Uw,
Weak Until ; and Sw, Weak Since
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For every P , P ′ ∈ P6, union (∪P), intersection (∩P), complement ( P) and
inclusion (⊆P) are defined as:

s ∈ 〈P ∪P P ′〉j iff j = sup{i, i ′ |s ∈ 〈P 〉i and s ∈ 〈P ′〉i ′}
s ∈ 〈P ∩P P ′〉j iff j = inf{i, i ′ |s ∈ 〈P 〉i and s ∈ 〈P ′〉i ′}

s ∈ 〈PP〉j iff s ∈ 〈P 〉¬j

P ⊆P P ′ iff 〈P 〉i ⊆
⋃

i≤j≤1

〈P ′〉j ∀ i

where ⊆ and ∪ stand for the set inclusion and union in ST ; ≤ is the partial
order relation in L6; inf and sup are, respectively, the greatest lower bound and
least upper bound in this partial order; and ¬ is the complement in L6.

The set of all 6-cardinality partitions P6 forms a lattice under the inclusion
⊆P defined above, where for every P, P ′ ∈ P6, the least upper bound is P ∪PP ′;
and the greatest lower bound is P ∩P P ′. Besides, P⊥ = {ST , {} · · · {}}, is the
least element in the lattice; and P� = {{} · · · {},ST }, is the greatest element in
the lattice. Each element P of the lattice can also be thought as a predicate on
ST , where the predicate is viewed as being i for exactly the states ∈ 〈P 〉i.

Semantics. A SCTL-T declaration Ij := φj which includes a recursive operator
<<Ii>> (or [[ Ii ]]) with i ≤ j, defines the predicate transformer Ii = f(Ii). Let
f : P6 → P6 be such a predicate transformer; then f is monotonic provided
that P ⊆P P ′ implies f(P ) ⊆P f(P ′). Since every logical connective, except
negation, is monotonic, and all the negations can be pushed down to the atomic
propositions using De Morgan’s laws and dualities, every predicate transformer
defined by a SCTL-T recursion is monotonic, guaranteeing the existence of the
fixpoints [10]. As identifiers do not appear free in SCTL-T formulas, but bound
by recursive operators, enforcing an even number of negations in the scope of
recursive operators is not needed. So, SCTL-T semantics is extended as follows:

x) � (Ii, (s, γ, cs)) ≡ � (φi, (s, γ, cs)), where φi is such that Ii := φi.
xi) � (<<Ii>>, (s, γ, cs)) ≡ j ∈ L6 | (s, γ) ∈ <

⋂
P{P |f(P ) ⊆ P} >j

xii) � ([[ Ii ]], (s, γ, cs)) ≡ j ∈ L6 | (s, γ) ∈ <
⋃

P{P |f(P ) ⊇ P} >j

3.4 SCTL-T: Expressing Scenarios

Using scenarios a designer proposes a situation and decides what behavior would
be appropriate to that context. We formalize scenarios defining a synthesis-
oriented version of SCTL-T (SCTL-Ts). To be precise, we formalize scenarios
with the simple “declarative past causes imperative future” idea in [11]. The
general idea behind imperative future is to rewrite each formula to be synthesized
into a set of SCTL-Ts formulas of the form:

declarative past {∀}{�,�+,� ©}4 imperative future
4 Temporal operators overloaded for synthesis
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and then treat such formulas as scenarios showing how the future can be con-
structed given the past constructed so far. Formally, a synthesis rule SR ∈ SR
is a causal formula where the premise specifies the synthesis context and the
consequence specifies the new non-strict future behavior:

〈SR〉 ::= ini⊗s φfs|φp ⊗s φfs

〈⊗s〉 ::= � | ∀�© | ∀�+

〈φfs〉 ::= ψ | a | ¬ a | θ | y.φfs | a{y} | φfs ∧ φfs | φfs∀ ⊗f φfs

where φp is a non-strict past formula ∈ ΦSCTL−T , ⊗f is the set of non-strict
future temporal operators5; and ⊗s are the overloaded versions of non-strict fu-
ture temporal operators for imperative specification. Finally in order to allow
the explicit management of model clocks from the logic, we introduce an imper-
ative form of bind, a{x}, which adds a clock x to C (if it does not exists) and
resets the clock in a discrete transition labeled by a.

Incremental synthesis is based on the following principle: changes in the
model refer to specifying transitions which are unspecified in the semantic graph
(from 1

2 up to 1, or from 1
2 down to 0). Any other change in the specification

condition reflects an inconsistency failure which should identify a set of scenarios
in conflict.

Regarding the synthesis algorithm, unfortunately, tableau construction for
dense real-time logics allowing punctuality is undecidable [4]. Incremental syn-
thesis applies a bounded model construction algorithm similar to the one in [12].
In the bounded synthesis approach, given a SCTL-T requirement and a source
MUS-T model, a satisfying target model is synthesized (if feasible) within given
bounds on the number of clocks in C and constants in clock constraints. The
synthesis algorithm proceeds as an imperative model checking algorithm, that
is, selecting synthesis contexts (states in the model satisfying the declarative
part) and then adding, in these contexts, the new future behavior specified by
the imperative part (enforcing a truth value 1). That is, given a synthesis rule
SR := φp ⊗s φfs, if φp = ini, (s0, γ0) is the single synthesis context, otherwise
(s, γ) is a synthesis contexts iff � (φp, (s, γ)) = 1 (applicable rule in this context).

Synthesis rules are global-scope (invariants), so it is necessary to reuse loca-
tions in order to avoid MUS-T graphs indefinitely growing. In brief, reuse criteria
are defined as preserving simulations and bisimulations, at different demanding
levels, between the non-reusing model and the reusing one.

The incremental synthesis of a SCTL-T scenario in a MUS-T graph can be
viewed as a form of the more traditional controller synthesis problem where all
specified transitions (possible and non-possible) in a MUS-T graph are consid-
ered to be uncontrollable, meanwhile all unspecified transitions are considered to
be controllable. In this sense, the timed version of the controller synthesis prob-
lem in [13] could be applied to the synthesis of SCTL-T scenarios by handling
the unspecified transitions, that is, turning unspecified transitions into possible
or non-possible ones. However, a MUS-T graph is really a multi-valued graph

5 For readability we provide ∀⇒
∀→
© ≡ ∀⇒© ∀⇒+ , and its overloaded ∀�

∀→
© .
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with a potential arbitrary number of clocks in which only the clocks in the set
C are specified, so the controller synthesis solution cannot be applied.

4 Many-Valued Reasoning

SCTL/MUS-T is a dense-time methodology, so automation of model checking
and synthesis involves obtaining an exact abstraction of the infinite and dense
state-space. In this respect, two many-valued strong time abstracting bisimula-
tions (FSTaB and BSTaB) are defined which preserve truth values in SCTL-T.
To be precise, FSTaB preserves non-strict future SCTL-T formulas without clock
constraints and BSTaB preserves strict past SCTL-T formulas without clock
constraints. Complete SCTL-T preservation can be obtained using a technique
similar to the one used in [5], that is, extending the MUS-T graph with the set
of specification clocks and considering an equivalence relation that also distin-
guishes the clock constraints in the formula.

Many-Valued Strong Time Abstracting Bisimulations. Consider a
MUS-T graph M, and a subset AS ⊆ A of preserving events. A Forward Strong
Time-abstracting Bisimulation (FSTaB) with preserving events AS abstracts
away the exact amount of time elapsed in a time transition and discrete events
not in the subset AS . This is done by replacing all labels τ ∈ �+ by the label
ε /∈ (A ∪ �+), and all labels a ∈ A−AS by the label d /∈ (A ∪ �+)

A binary relation ∼=S on the states ST (∼=S⊆ ST × ST ) is a FSTaB with
preserving events AS , iff for all states st1 ∼=S st2, where st1 = (s1, γ1) and
st
2 = (s2, γ2), the following conditions hold:

∀ st1 ′ | st1
a,l
−� st1

′ ∈ T ,∃ st2 ′ |st2
a,l
−� st2

′ and st1 ′; ∼=S st2
′;

∀ st1 ′ | st1
ε,l
−� st1

′ ∈ T ,∃ st2 ′ |st2
ε,l
−� st2

′ and st1 ′ ∼=S st2
′;

∀ st1 ′ | st1
d,l
−� st1

′ ∈ T ,∃ st2 ′ |st2
d,l
−� st2

′ and st1 ′ ∼=S st2
′;

the above conditions also hold if the roles s1 and s2 are reversed.

In the same way, a binary relation ∼=S on the states ST is a Backward Time-
abstracting Bisimulation, BSTaB, with preserving events AS , iff for all states
st1 ∼=S st2 the same conditions hold backward. Finally, let ψ a clock constraint
or a reset predicate x = 0 for some clock x, a binary relation ∼= preserves ψ iff
for all states st1 ∼=S st2, ψ(st1) = ψ(st2).

Lemma 1. Let M be a MUS-T graph and ∼=S be a FSTaB with preserving
events AS on M. For any non-strict future formula φ ∈ ΦSCTL−T with events
∈ AS and any pair of states st ∼=S st

′, � (φ, (st, cs)) = � (φ, (st ′, cs)).

Lemma 2. Let M be a MUS-T graph and φ ∈ ΦSCTL−T with events Aφ, a
set of specification clocks Eφ, and a set of clock constraints Ψφ. Let ME be the
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MUS-T graph M extended with the clocks in Eφ and ∼=S a F-BSTaB on ME with
preserving events AS = Aφ. If ∼=S preserves reset predicates yi = 0 ∀ yi ∈ Eφ;
and clock constraints in the formula ψi ∈ Ψφ, then ∼=S preserves the truth value
of φ. That is, for any pair of states st1 ∼=S st2, � (φ, (st1, cs)) = � (φ, (st2, cs)).

For shortness, the reader is referred to [8] for proofs of the above lemmas.
Finally, the region equivalence in [5] is a F-BSTaB with the above characteristics.
Since this equivalence induces a finite partition of the state-space, the quotient
of a MUS-T graph with respect to this F-BSTaB bisimulation is finite.

SCTL-T Model Checking and Synthesis. Model checking and synthesis
of SCTL-T formulas use the STaBs defined above to compute a finite quotient
of a given MUS-T graph. In this respect, minimization algorithms, computing
the minimal quotient, have been adapted to timing reasoning [14] in order to
overcome the state-explosion problem. Minimization algorithms are based on the
facts that a forward bisimulation induces a pre-stable partition and vice-versa,
and, in the same way, a backward bisimulation induces a post-stable partition
and vice-versa. Minimization is done by partition refinement, that is, the coarser
pre(post)-stable partition of the state-space ST is computed starting from an
initial partition and successively refining it until it becomes pre(post)-stable.

5 Case Study: A Fragment

In [8] it is showed a complete example which applies the SCTL/MUS-T method-
ology to the steam-boiler case study [15]. In brief, the steam-boiler has a water
boiler tank, a pump, and a number of sensor one of which measures water level.
The entire physical system operates under guidance of a controller. The con-
troller must keep the water level between extreme values M1 and M2 at all
times. It should also try to keep the water level between normal operating levels
N1 and N2 as much as possible. The controller operates in five modes (initializa-
tion, normal, rescue, degraded and emergency stop) following a cycle and a priori
does not terminate; this cycle takes place every 5 seconds. The reader is referred
to the complete case study in [8] for details of modes which are not included in
this paper; also, only design for non-failure environment (accurate measure and
non-failure pump) is included. In normal model, the controller makes its decision
to turn on or turn off the pump based on the current water level; no action is
taken if this level lies in the range [N1, N2]. The controller works periodically
with each cycle consisting of three tasks: sensor regulation, report computation
(optional behavior) and actuating the pump.

Controller Requirements. Events in the controller of the steam-boiler are
identified as synchronization events (in a non-failure environment) and inter-
nal events (controller tasks). The set of synchronization events is {pon, poff , na,
n1↓, n2↑, n↔,m1↓,m2↑} where pon, poff and na stand for opening, closing and
non-actuating the pump; n↔ (> N1 and < N2), m1↓ (< M1), m2↑ (> M2),
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Table 2. Controller requirements

R1 x.BS ∀⇒© (∅ ⇒ AF [ES ∧ x ≤ 3 ∧ x ≥ 1])
R2 x.BR ∀⇒© (∅ ⇒ AF [ER ∧ x = 3])
R3 x.act ⇒ AF [x = 5 ⇒ act]
R4 x.act ⇒ EF [act ∧ x = 5]
R5 x.act ∀⇒© AG[(x < 5 ⇒ ¬act) ∨ (x ≥ 5)]
R6 (n1↓ ∨ n2↑ ∨ n↔) ∀⇒© (∅ ⇒ AF [ES ⇒ AF [act]])
R7 (n1↓ ∨ n2↑ ∨ n↔) ∀⇒© (∅ ⇒ EF [ES ∀⇒© (BR ⇒ AF [act])])

n1↓ (< N1) and n2↑ (> N2) stand for the measures of the water sensor. Inter-
nal events are identified as BS,ES (start and completion of sensor regulation);
BR,ER (start and completion of report computation) and act (entering actua-
tion task). Identified controller requirements (in table 2) matches the following
informal specification:

– Task Completion (R1, R2): Once regulation starts it is always completed
within no less than 1 and no more than 3 seconds. Besides, once report
computation starts it takes 3 seconds.

– Actuation Cycle (R3, R4, R5): Actuation only occurs once every 5 seconds.
Actuation is not possible if such delay from the last one has not elapsed.

– Cycle Sequence (R6, R7): Once water level has been read, provided that
the boiler does not reach any extreme limit (M1 or M2), a new cycle starts
which always includes regulation and, possibly, report computation.

Controller Scenarios. The design process is based on identifying timing sce-
narios of the system and specifying them as SCTL-Ts synthesis rules (table 3):

– Init (SINI): At the beginning the controller enters the regulation task. This
is the only task at this moment.

– Regulation (SREG): Sensor regulation takes no less than 1 and no more
than 3 seconds.

– Entering Actuation (SEA): Actuation phase starts (act) 5 seconds after
the last actuation or the beginning of regulation.

– Actuation (SACT , SAM ): In the actuation phase controller checks the water
sensor (n1↓, n2↑, m1↓, m2↑, n↔), this checking is assumed to be instanta-
neous. On the basis of the water level, controller decides to open (pon), close
(poff ) or not to actuate (na) the pump (Actuation Mode); also actuation is
assumed to be instantaneous.

– Actuation Completion and New Cycle (SNC): Once controller has ac-
tuated, provided that extreme values are not reached, a new cycle starts.

– Report Computation –optional behavior– (SRC): Report computation, if
it occurs, comes after completion of regulation and takes 3 seconds.

Applying SCTL/MUS-T. The methodology is articulated as subsequent it-
erations consisting of formalizing the specification which captures the controller
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Table 3. Controller scenarios

S0
INI ini ∀�

∀→
© BS ∧ ¬(ER ∨ BR ∨ ES)

S1
INI ini � (∅ ∀⇒+ false)

S0
REG BS{xs} ∀�

∀→
© ((xs ≤ 3 ⇒ true) ∧ (xs > 3 ⇒ false))

S1
REG BS{xs} ∀�

∀→
© ((xs ≥ 1 ∧ xs ≤ 3) ⇒ ES)

S0
EA x.∅ ⇒ EP[BS ∧ x = 5] � act

S1
EA x.∅ ⇒ EP[BS ∧ x < 5] � ¬act

S2
EA (x.∅ ∃⇒⊙

(∅ ⇒ EP[act ∧ x < 5])) � ¬act

S3
EA x.∅ ⇒ AP[act ∧ x = 5] � act

S0
ACT act ∀�© (∅ ∀⇒+ false)

S1
ACT act ∀�© n1↓ ∧ n2↑ ∧ m1↓ ∧ m2↑ ∧ n↔

S2
ACT (∅ ∀⇒⊙ ¬act) � ¬(n1↓ ∨ n2↑ ∨ m1↓ ∨ m2↑ ∨ n↔)

S0
AM (n1↓ ∧ n2↑ ∧ m1↓ ∧ m2↑ ∧ n↔) � ¬pon ∧ ¬poff

S1
AM n1↓ ∀�© (na ∧ pon ∧ ¬poff )

S2
AM n2↑ ∀�© (na ∧ poff ∧ ¬pon)

S3
AM n↔ ∀�© na ∧ ¬pon ∧ ¬poff

S4
AM ¬(n1↓ ∧ n2↑) ∀�

∀→
© ¬pon ∧ ¬poff

S5
AM (∅ ∃⇒⊙

act) ∀�© (¬act ∧ (∅ ∀⇒+ false))
SNC pon ∨ poff ∨ na ∀�© BS

S0
RC (∅ ∃⇒⊙

ES) ∨ BR{xr} ∀�
∀→
© (xr = 3 ⇒ ER)

S1
RC (∅ ∃⇒⊙

ES) ∨ BR} ∀�
∀→
© (xr ≤ 3 ⇒ true) ∧ (xr > 3 ⇒ false)

requirements; incremental design of the controller by means of formalizing typical
behaviors as scenarios; and verification and validation of design decisions con-
forming to the requirements specification. The advantages which many-valued
reasoning provides comes from the many-valued results obtained from model
checking and incremental synthesis:

– Incremental synthesis results: A SCTL-T scenario is successfully synthesized
provided that its imperative part is ≥ 1

2 . Otherwise the imperative part is
1̂
2 , non-applicable, or < 1̂

2 , so the synthesis is not feasible. In the last case
the scenarios in conflict are supplied allowing the designer to inspect what
scenarios are error-prone, a misunderstanding of the system is uncovered.

– Model checking results: If a SCTL-T requirement is not satisfied (< 1) the
designer is guided as follows. In case of inconsistency failure, < 1̂

2 , coun-
terexamples are computed. By animating the counterexamples the designer
inspects which scenarios, or maybe the requirement, are error-prone. In case
of incompleteness failure (≥ 1

2 ) completion suggestions are computed, then
the model, extended with supplied suggestions, is animated in order to ex-
plore what alternative conforms to wishes and new scenarios are discovered.

On the basis of the specified requirements and scenarios, appendix A outlines
a part of the SCTL/MUS-T process following the lifecycle in figure 1.
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6 Conclusions

With respect to other formal approaches proposed in the literature, our lifecy-
cle model is based on an iterative and incremental structure in which real-time
characteristics are considered from the beginning of the process. One advantage
of this approach is early detection of timing failures; considering timing require-
ments comparatively late in the process, as performance requirements, would
cause ad hoc changes to the system. Also, as the system gradually takes form
as more is learned about the problem, alternative solutions can be explored. Re-
garding the specification process, scenarios of using the system are often easier to
identify at the beginning than generic requirements that can be made clear only
after a deeper knowledge about the system has been gained. Despite this paper
only includes some parts of the steam-boiler case study, the complete process
in [8] reveals that specially at early phases: requirements often change guided
by verification results, new scenarios are discovered throughout the process; and
misunderstanding of the system is uncovered by conflicts in requirements or
scenarios. So, reaching a good design entails a lot of interaction with designers.

Loose or partial specifications has previously been pursued in [16] by us-
ing the real-time process calculi TMS (Timed Modal Specifications). TMS al-
low partial specifications by introducing two modalities in transitions, may and
must. Intuitively, the more must transitions and the fewer may transitions a
TM specification has, the finer or more specified it is. Despite this characteri-
zation supports refinements in and incremental process, consistency checking is
not implicit since not-must transitions are not considered. Besides, the far or
the close a TM specification is from satisfying a property-oriented specification
is not measured by means of many-valued reasoning.

Finally, we are working on distributing methodology for collaborative speci-
fication [17] since development of complex systems usually involves many stake-
holders, each with their own perspectives on the system. In this context, a
MUS-T model turns into a MUS-T view provided by every single stakeholder.
Inconsistencies will relate not just MUS-T models in successive cycles of a single
lifecycle, but MUS-T views from parallel lifecycles in the distributed process.
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A Controller Synthesis

In this appendix we outline part of the SCTL/MUS-T design process in [8]. At
the beginning, init (SINI) and regulation rules (SREG) are applied, synthesized
MUS-T prototype is showed in figure 3(a)6. Then, context of entering actuation is
identified. However, rule S0

EA, which establishes the context of the first actuation,
is never applicable; to be precise S0

EA is such that its declarative part is 0 in
every instance of locations INI and REG, i.e., rule will not be applicable now nor
future evolutions; and ∈ {0, 1

2} in instances of location WAIT.
By animating the actual prototype, we can check that a time delay 5 can

only be reached by unspecified parts of the model: both by unspecified discrete
6 In the figures representing MUS-T models only partially unspecified events (dashed

lines) are showed. Transitions which are not showed are totally unspecified transition
with target location su.
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transitions in locations {INI, REG}; or by unspecified temporal transitions in
location REG. As enabling discrete transitions entails falsifying regulation com-
pletion (R1), the designer expectations meet enabling temporal transitions in
the location WAIT. A new scenario S2

REG := ES ∀�© (∅ ∀�+ true) is incor-
porated. In this way, S0

EA turns into applicable in the location WAIT.

REG

ES[1≤xs≤ 3]

INI

{t, xs}

WAIT

BR, ER, ES[true]

BS[true]{xs}

(a)

n1↓, n2↑, m1↓, m2↑, n↔[t=5]

ES[1≤xs≤3]

act[t=5]

{t, xs}

ACT

WAIT

BS[true]{xs}
REG

INI

su

ES, BR, ER[true]
S, act[t=0]

S, act[0≤t≤3]

act[1≤t< 5]
S[t≥1]

(b)
Inp(INI) : false
Ip(REG) : xs ≤ 3, Inp(REG) = xs > 3
Iu(WAIT) : true

Ip(WAIT) : xs ≥ 1
Inp(ACT) : t ≥ 5

Fig. 3. 3(a): Rules {SINI , SREG}. 3(b): Rules {S0
EA, S1

EA}, S2
EA is a conflicting rule.

S stands for the set {n1↓, n2↑, m1↓, m2↑, n↔}.

Then, entering actuation (SEA) scenarios are synthesized (figure 3(b)). Syn-
thesizing event act as possible makes S2

EA applicable and ¬act is synthesized
in every discrete successor of location ACT. However, in these successors S0

EA

is also applicable and a conflict between S0
EA and S2

EA is discovered. Conflict
arises from the fact that S0

EA enables consecutive events act within 0 delay if a
5 time delay exists from event BS. So, S0

EA is refined as:

S0
EA := (x.∅ ⇒ EP[BS ∧ x = 5]) ∧ A[¬act S BS] � act

By applying rules {SACT , SAM} the model in figure 4(a) is obtained. In the
synthesis an WLUM 7 criterion has been selected for the rule S4

AM ; the remain-
der rules does not match up any criterion. Once rules have been synthesized,
controller requirements are verified over the current prototype. Relevant results
are the following ones:

– Task Completion: � R1 ∈ { 1̂
2 ,

1
2}, so it is not falsified in the current

prototype. That is, once regulation starts there are not executions in which
regulation does not finish (¬ES) within the specified interval. However a
totally-unspecified model would provide the same ( 1

2 ). The minimal model
7 Examples only use WLUM (Without Loss of Unspecification in the Model) crite-

rion. Intuitively, WLUM criterion selects existing locations in the model in which
specified behavior in a scenario can be reached without making changes.
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obtained by turning unspecified behaviors into non-possible ones results in
truth values ∈ { 1̂

2 , 1}, that is, the model satisfies the requirement or the
requirement is non-applicable. Finally, R2 requirement is always 1

2 both in
the actual model and in the minimal one, since it is an optional behavior.

– Actuation cycle: As the weakest requirement, � R4 ∈ { 1̂
2 ,

1
2}, that is, al-

though R4 is not falsified, an actuation cycle within 5 seconds is not ensured.

n1↓[t=5]

su

pon, na[t=5]

n2↑[t=5]

poff , na[t=5]
m1↓,m2↑[t=5]

su

su

n↔[t=5]

na[t=5]

su

act[t=5]

pon, act[t=5] poff , act[t=5]

pon, poff [t=5]

pon, poff [t≥0]

ACTOFF ACTON

ES[1≤xs≤3]

act[t=5]

{t, xs}

ACT

WAIT

BS[true]{xs}
REG

INI

ACTNA

pon, poff [t=5]

ES, BR, ER[true]
S, act[t=0]

pon, poff [0≤t≤3]
S, act[0≤t≤3]

act[1≤t<5]
pon, poff [t≥1]

S[t≥ 1]

d[t=0]

d[0≤xs≤3]

d[t≥1]

d[t=5]

(a)

n1↓[t=5]n2↑[t=5]

m1↓, m2↑[t=5]

su

n↔[t=5]

poff,na[t=5]{t,xs}

na[t=5]{t,xs}

pon[t=5]
act[t=5]

poff [t=5]
act[t=5]

pon,na[t=5]{t, xs}

ACTOFF

{t, xs}

ACTNA

ACTON

INI

REG

WAIT

ACT

(b)

Ip(WAIT) : xs ≥ 1, Iu(WAIT) : xs < 1
Ip(ACTON) : false, Inp(ACTON) : t ≥ 5
Ip(ACTNA) : false, Inp(ACTNA) : t ≥ 5
Ip(ACTOFF) : false, Inp(ACTOFF) : t ≥ 5

Fig. 4. 4(a): Rules {SACT , SAM}. d stands for a generic discrete transition. 4(b): Rule
SNC with WLUM criterion + implicit reset.

On the basis of the last result, cyclic behavior should be synthesized by
means of SNC rule. New prototype is showed in figure 4(b) where an WLUM
criterion with implicit reset has been selected. By validating this model, we
discover instances of location WAIT being potential deadlock. Avoiding this po-
tential deadlock can be reached by restricting stop invariant or enabling discrete
evolution for t > 5. Once again, controller requirements are verified:

– Task Completion: Same results.
– Actuation cycle: Although � R4 ∈ { 1̂

2 ,
1
2 , 1}, it is the weakest requirement

in this set. By verifying R3 requirement in the minimal model, we obtain
truth values ∈ {0, 1̂

2}. Animating the counterexample, we can discover ex-
ecutions, staying in WAIT infinitely, that contain a temporal delay greater
than 5 without an act possible-event. As we saw above, WAIT is a potential
deadlock. Restricting the time model can stay in this location is needed:
S3

ACT := act ∀�+ false; and, consequently, Ip(WAIT) = xs ≥ 1∧ t ≤ 5. In
this way, � R3 ∈ { 1̂

2 , 1} in the minimal model, i.e., requirement is satisfied

or is non-applicable ( 1̂
2 ).
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– Cycle Sequence: Both requirements result in truth values ∈ { 1̂
2 ,

1
2}. How-

ever, in the minimal model, R7 requirement is falsified in instances in which
it is applicable (�= 1̂

2 ), that is, there is not any execution in which report
computation is carried out.

Applying SRC rule, the controller fragment in figure 5(a) is obtained where report
computation is still optional (unspecified transition). SRC synthesis makes S3

EA

rule applicable and {SACT , SAM} as well (figure 5(a), WLUM criterion selected).
However, in this model, R2 requirement (report completion) is impossible to
satisfy (truth value 1

4 ) in some instances. Misscompletion arises from the fact
that actuation urgency (every 5 seconds) disables ER. So, it is necessary to
refine report computation, that is, BR only must be enabled when the system
has enough time both to complete this task (3 seconds), and to enter actuation
task (5 seconds from the last actuation):

S2
RC := (x.∅ ⇒ AP[act ∧ x > 2]) � ¬BR

Besides all events are forbidden until report computation is completed:

S3
RC := (∅ ∀⇒©· BR) ∀�

∀→
© (xr < 3 ∀⇒© false)

n1↓[t=5]n2↑[t=5]

n↔[t=5]

BR[1≤xs≤3]{xr}

ER[xr=3]

m1↓, m2↑[t=5]

WAIT

ACT

RC

ES[1≤xs≤3]

act[t=5]
WRC

act[t=5]

act[t=5]

(a)

n1↓[t=5]n2↑[t=5]

n↔[t=5]

ER[xr=3]

BR[t≤2]{xr}

m1↓, m2↑[t=5]

WAIT

ACT

act[t=5] RC

ES[1≤xs≤ 3]

act[t=5]
WRC

(b)
Ip(RC) : xr ≤ 3
Inp(RC) : xr > 3

Ip(RC) : xr ≤ 3, Inp(RC) : xr > 3
Ip(WRC) : t ≤ 5, Inp(WRC) : t > 5

Fig. 5. MUS-T fragment obtained by rules SRC .

In this way the controller fragment in figure 5(b) is obtained in which degree
of satisfaction of R2 is 3

4 . That is, although report computation is still optional,
it is impossible to falsify in future evolutions. Besides R2 will be satisfied (1)
turning BR transition into a possible one.
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